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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
RE-IDENTIFYING BROADCAST SEGMENTS 

USING STATISTICAL PROFILES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the bene?t of priority under 35 
U.S.C. 119(e) from US. Patent Application No. 60/341,854 
?led 21 Dec. 2001. 

MICROFICHE APPENDIX 

Not Applicable. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The invention relates to the monitoring of broadcast 
segments in a broadcast signal, and, in particular, to a 
method and system for detecting, verifying, and generating 
statistical pro?les of broadcast segments, for the purposes of 
identifying rebroadcast segments and enabling indexed 
retrieval of archived broadcast segments. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Most television broadcasts are interrupted by publicity 
breaks that include commercial advertisements and other 
promotional segments. While these interruptions are 
received With irritation by many television vieWers, in other 
situations many vieWers Want to vieW the advertisements. 
Viewers may Want to vieW advertisements for entertainment, 
consumer information, or competitive intelligence purposes, 
for example. There are therefore at least tWo reasons to 
identify and extract segments from broadcast television 
signals: to eliminate publicity breaks from a broadcast 
program, or to store the advertisements for later vieWing. 

While automated procedures for identifying segments 
(including commercial advertisements) from broadcast sig 
nals for both of these purposes, are Well knoWn in the art, 
knoWn procedures are generally inef?cient, and relatively 
unreliable. One of the primary reasons for extracting the 
segments is to be able to identify rebroadcast segments. 
While it is Well knoWn in the art to provide signatures 
derived from an audio and/or a video portion of the broad 
cast signal, knoWn methods of re-identifying broadcast 
segments need improvement. 

Warren D. Moon teaches generating a signature for a 
broadcast signal in his US. Pat. No. 3,919,479, entitled 
BROADCAST SIGNAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM, 
Which issued on Nov. 11, 1975. The signature is generated 
by sampling a loW-frequency envelope of a predetermined 
size generated from a non-linear analog transform of the 
audio and video components of the broadcast signal, and 
digitizing the samples. Unfortunately the number of samples 
required to characterize the segment makes the signature 
cumbersome to match, and expensive to store. 

Subsequently alternative procedures for generating 
smaller signatures have been developed that, unfortunately, 
poorly characterize segments. A number of patents have 
taught signatures generated from one or only a feW frames 
of the segment. Given the imprecise methods available for 
de?ning When a frame begins, identi?cation of a ?rst frame 
in the segment is not reliable, consequently an obvious 
dif?culty arises in identifying those particular frames in the 
broadcast signal so that the comparison is made correctly. 
For example, US. Pat. No. 6,002,443, entitled METHOD 
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2 
AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY IDENTIFY 
ING AND SELECTIVELY ALTERING SEGMENTS OF A 
TELEVISION BROADCAST SIGNAL, Which issued to 
Iggulden on Dec. 14, 1999, teaches the use of an average 
luminance value of select lines of a select frame of the 
segment. More speci?cally, 64 consecutive odd lines chosen 
after line 22 of an NTSC frame, of a 10”’ frame after a 
segment transition event, are suggested for this purpose. The 
suggested signature is a small 64-bit value, one bit de?ned 
by each respective line, in relation to a threshold. While the 
signature is 64 bits long, it does not characterize more than 
the one frame of the segment. 

Running Moon’s system intermittently, upon detection of 
segment transitions, has been suggested, but, as is noted in 
US. Pat. No. 4,677,466, entitled BROADCAST PRO 
GRAM IDENTIFICATION METHOD AND APPARATUS, 
Which issued to Lert Jr. et al. on Jun. 30, 1987, stability of 
the broadcast signal needs to be assessed before the signa 
ture can be generated. OtherWise a risk of misidentifying the 
chosen frames of the segment may lead to errors. Stability 
testing is a computationally expensive procedure involving 
detection of segment transitions and scene changes by 
comparing average luminance values of successive frames. 
Apart from this complexity, Which Lert’s system bears, one 
or even a feW frames are not adequate to characterize a 

segment. Some broadcast segments are minor variants of 
others, such as “donut ads”, Which are identical except for 
one or more frame sequences. Failure to differentiate these 

segments is not desirable in many cases. Particularly for 
competitive intelligence purposes, an advertiser’s reuse of 
advertising content may be of interest. 

Another method of generating a signature for a broadcast 
segment is taught in US. Pat. No. 5,436,653 entitled 
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR RECOGNITION OF 
BROADCAST SEGMENTS, Which issued to Ellis on Jul. 
25, 1998. The signature generation method taught by Ellis 
involves calculating a difference vectors from average lumi 
nance values of pairs of prede?ned patches of pixels (both 
active and blanked) of the frame. There are 16 pairs of the 
patches, and consequently 16 difference values are calcu 
lated (by subtraction, for example) for each frame. Each of 
the 16 value difference vector is subjected to a plurality of 
vector transformations to yield the signature. While meri 
torious, the method requires complicated video edge detec 
tion, sophisticated vector transformation algorithms 
designed to improve the differentiation of the resulting 
signatures, and jitter compensation to adaptively modify a 
portion of the patches used to generate the averages. It is not 
clear hoW segments are delimited With enough precision to 
accurately identify the frames that are to be used for signa 
ture generation. While the invention does provide a rela 
tively compact signature (assuming that relatively feW 
frames are used for matching), the signature constructed is 
only representative of a feW frames. 
None of the prior art systems characterize a broadcast 

segment using features relating to its entire length While 
providing a reasonably-sized signature. Further, knoWn sys 
tems fail to reliably distinguish tWo segments that have 
similar frame sequences, and misidentify common frame 
sequences in different segments. There therefore remains a 
need for a system that is largely immune to a broadcast 
signal’s noise, jitter and instability, that ef?ciently and 
accurately characterizes substantially entire segments, and 
can be reliably used to identify common frame sequences in 
different broadcast segments. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Therefore an object of the invention is to provide an 
improved system for identifying broadcast segments. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a method for 
characterizing broadcast segments using features associated 
With substantially all of the frames in the segment. 

Yet, another object of the invention is to provide a method 
for characterizing broadcast segments that facilitates iden 
ti?cation of segments that share a common frame sequence. 

Accordingly a method for analyzing a broadcast signal is 
provided. The method involves generating a stream of mean 
display attribute values (and optionally also a stream of 
mean audio amplitude values) for successive frames of the 
broadcast signal. The mean display attribute value of a frame 
may be an average luminance value of all or selected pixels 
in the frame. In one embodiment of the invention, the mean 
display attribute value is calculated by taking a statistically 
representative sample of the pixels, and calculating an 
average of corresponding luminance values. For example, 
80 percent of pixels on 10 diagonals of the frame can be used 
to provide the sample. In one embodiment, the mean audio 
amplitude stream is generated by averaging an absolute 
value of a normalized audio amplitude of samples of the 
audio signal concurrent With a frame, in a manner knoWn in 
the art. 

After the mean display attribute stream has been gener 
ated, candidate segment transitions are detected. The can 
didate segment transitions are detected in a Way that mini 
mizes the effects of noise and other transmission/reception 
artifacts, using a transition transient suppression technique. 
In one embodiment, a set of selection rules are applied to 
identify candidate segment transitions using a video thresh 
old (or optionally an audio threshold), to include or exclude 
neighboring frames. 

After the frames corresponding to candidate segment 
transitions have been detected, corresponding transition 
points of corresponding candidate segment transitions are 
derived, and time code intervals are detected by computing 
elapsed times betWeen the transition points, and comparing 
the elapsed times With expected durations of broadcast 
segments. If the elapsed time betWeen tWo transition points 
is, Within a prede?ned tolerance, an expected duration of a 
segment, a corresponding time code interval is detected. 
Time code intervals that are deemed most likely to 

constitute segment transitions, according to a set of rules, are 
then identi?ed. Preferably the time code intervals are evalu 
ated in accordance With a con?dence measure associated 
With the time code intervals. The con?dence measure of a 
time code interval is preferably de?ned in relation to a 
Weight of a transition point that delimits the time code 
interval, an initially assigned con?dence measure associated 
With the time code interval, and a measure of hoW similarly 
a group of time code intervals resembles a publicity break. 
The Weight of a transition point indicates a measure of 
agreement betWeen the frames of a candidate segment 
transition from Which the transition point Was derived, and 
typical segment transitions. If both the mean display 
attribute and mean audio amplitude streams are used, coin 
cidence betWeen candidate segment transitions detected in 
the tWo mean value streams is a strong indicator of agree 
ment, as is re?ected by the Weights, in preferred embodi 
ments. The initially assigned con?dence measure is deter 
mined by hoW closely the computed elapsed time betWeen 
the delimiting transition points matches an expected dura 
tion, the relative frequency of occurrence or importance of 
detection of the expected duration, and may further depend 
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4 
on the Weights of the delimiting transition points. Resem 
blance With a publicity break may be determined by com 
parison With publicity break reference patterns, or a set of 
rules pertaining to the expected arrangement of segments in 
publicity breaks. 

Finally, parts of the mean display attribute stream (and 
optionally the mean audio amplitude streams also) concur 
rent With identi?ed time code intervals are used to generate 
statistical pro?les. The statistical pro?les characterize 
respective probable segments that coincide With the respec 
tive time code intervals. 

Preferably the statistical pro?les comprise a plurality of 
values of statistical properties that are generated With at least 
one distribution derived from a set of consecutive frames 
Within the time code interval. While there are uncountably 
many statistical properties, preference is given to those that 
vary With the Whole distribution, those that are largely 
immune to noise, and those that characterize independent 
aspects of the distribution. There remain many Ways of 
characterizing the probable segment. A preferred embodi 
ment involves multiply parsing the set of frames into sub 
sets. Preferably each parse of the set of frames is associated 
uniquely With a level (0, 1, 2, . . . ), and each level n evenly 
subdivides (parses) the set of frames into tWice as many 
subsets as a level n-1, so that, as the level 0 parsing produces 
one subset equal to the set (preferably less an initial and ?nal 
buffer), the equation 218W” determines the number of subsets 
de?ned at the level. 
A system of the present invention requires at least a signal 

analyzer, adapted to receive a broadcast signal, and generate 
at least the mean display attribute stream and (preferably 
also the mean audio amplitude streams). Generically the 
mean audio amplitude and mean display attribute streams 
are herein referred to as mean value streams. The signal 
analyzer publishes a copy of the mean value stream(s), and 
analyzes a copy of the mean value stream(s) to generate the 
segment demarcation list. Accordingly the signal analyzer 
may be divided into the folloWing functional blocks: at least 
one mean value calculator, a transition point and interval 
detector, and a time code interval evaluator. The mean value 
calculator(s) generate(s) (respective) mean value stream(s) 
by calculating or approximating corresponding mean values 
of each frame in sequence. The transition point and interval 
detector generates the segment demarcation list, from the 
mean value stream(s). The time code interval evaluator 
receives the segment demarcation list, and revises the ini 
tially assigned con?dence measures in response to an evalu 
ation of hoW Well groups of the time code intervals resemble 
publicity breaks. Once the con?dence measures have been 
revieWed, a segment demarcation list generator selects those 
time code intervals that are most likely to constitute seg 
ments. A time delay storage receives the segment demarca 
tion list and forWards it to a statistical pro?le generator along 
With parts of the mean value stream(s) that coincide With the 
time code intervals. The statistical pro?le generator creates 
at least one distribution from respective parts of the mean 
value stream(s), and applies knoWn statistical analysis tech 
niques to derive a plurality of values of statistical properties 
of the respective parts. These statistical properties are used 
to characterize corresponding probable segments, and so are 
preferably substantially independent values that characterize 
the entire respective part, and are substantially immune to 
noise and other signal transmission/reception artifacts. 
The transition point and interval detector is adapted to 

scan the mean value stream(s) to identify candidate segment 
transitions. Transition points are derived by a transition 
point (collator and) evaluator using the candidate segment 
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transitions by selecting a representative (minimum) time 
code for the candidate segment transition, and computing a 
Weight that corresponds to a measure of likelihood that the 
candidate segment transition is a segment transition. If tWo 
or more mean value streams are used, coincidence betWeen 

the representative time codes (minima) detected in the tWo 
streams is a criterion used for assessing the likelihood. The 
transition point and interval detector further comprises an 
interval detector for calculating elapsed times betWeen the 
transition points, and comparing these elapsed times With 
expected durations of broadcast segments. An initial con? 
dence measure calculator uses respective Weights of, and 
elapsed times betWeen transition points to assign an initial 
con?dence measure to each respective detected time code 
interval. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Further features and advantages of the present invention 
Will become apparent from the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion, taken in combination With the appended draWings, in 
Which: 

FIG. 1 is a How chart illustrating principal steps involved 
in extracting a segment, in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating principal steps involved 
in computing mean value streams, in accordance With the 
invention; 

FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating principal steps involved 
in analyZing mean value streams to select time code inter 
vals most likely to constitute segments, in accordance With 
the invention; 

FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating principal steps involved 
in creating a statistical pro?le for a selected time code 
interval, in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 5 is a How chart illustrating principal steps involved 
in verifying and archiving segments detected in accordance 
With the invention; 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of principal func 
tional elements of an ad tracking system in accordance With 
the invention; 

FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram of principal func 
tional elements of a signal analyZer, in accordance With the 
invention; 

FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of principal func 
tional elements of a mean display attribute calculator, in 
accordance With the present invention; 

FIG. 9 schematically illustrates pixels of a standard tele 
vision video frame selected in accordance With an embodi 
ment of the invention; 

FIG. 10 is a table illustrating mean display attribute and 
mean audio amplitude streams generated from one second of 
a broadcast television signal; 

FIGS. 11a and 11b are schematic plots of a mean display 
attribute stream and a mean audio amplitude stream, respec 
tively; 

FIGS. 12a, 12b and 120 are overlays of schematic plots of 
pairs of mean luminance streams, to illustrate hoW a mean 
luminance stream differentiates video segments in accor 
dance With the invention; 

FIG. 13 is a schematic block diagram of principal func 
tional elements of a transition point and interval detector in 
accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 14 is a schematic block diagram of principal func 
tional elements of a segment detector, in accordance With the 
invention; 

FIG. 15 is an example of a program break reference 
pattern for use in segment identi?cation; 
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6 
FIG. 16 is an example of a segment demarcation list in 

accordance With an embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 17 is a schematic block diagram of principal func 

tional elements of a statistical pro?le generator, in accor 
dance With the invention; 

FIG. 18 is a How chart illustrating principal steps per 
formed by the statistical value calculator in accordance With 
the invention; and 

FIGS. l9aig are example plots of a hierarchy of distri 
butions in accordance With the invention, from Which a 
plurality of statistical values are calculated. 

It should be noted that throughout the appended draWings, 
like features are identi?ed by like reference numerals. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The present invention provides an ef?cient method for 
characterizing segments extracted from broadcast signals. 
As is Well understood in the art a segment of a broadcast 
signal is a part of a program, an advertisement, or other 
sequence of frames associated With a program delimited by 
other segments. A statistical pro?le is generated by binning 
mean values of a display attribute of frames in a segment 
(optionally also binning mean values of mean audio ampli 
tude values). Preferably, the mean values are multiply 
binned to create a plurality of statistical distributions, from 
Which values of a plurality of statistical properties are 
computed. The mean values represent corresponding frames 
of the broadcast signal. Ef?ciently, the same mean values are 
used in an improved method for detecting probable seg 
ments. The improved method involves applying detection 
criteria to streams of the mean values to extract candidate 
segment transitions, having respective transition points. 
Elapsed times betWeen the transition points are then calcu 
lated, and compared With expected durations of segments to 
detect intervals. Finally the method involves using expected 
arrangements of segments in broadcast signals to aid in the 
selection of intervals that are most likely to constitute 
segments. The mean values concurrent With the selected 
intervals are binned to create a plurality of distributions. The 
distributions are analyZed using standard statistical tech 
niques, to obtain values of at least one statistical property. 
The values are used to form the statistical pro?le. The 
statistical pro?le may then be used to determine if a received 
broadcast interval matches a previously broadcast segment. 

Method OvervieW 
FIG. 1 is an overvieW of a method of extracting a segment 

in accordance With the invention. In step 20, a broadcasting 
station is selected (assuming multiple stations are received at 
a broadcast signal receiver). If a selected broadcast signal is 
received in a compressed format, it is decompressed. A copy 
of the broadcast signal is stored by a recorder (step 22) and, 
in step 24, a mean display attribute stream (mda) (and 
optionally also a mean audio amplitude stream (maa)) is 
generated from the broadcast signal. Generation of the mean 
display attribute (and optional mean audio amplitude) 
stream(s) is further discussed beloW, particularly With ref 
erence to FIGS. 2, 7, 8&9. The mean display attribute stream 
(and optional mean audio amplitude stream) is analyZed in 
multiple passes (step 26). In a ?rst pass, candidate segment 
transitions are detected from the mean display attribute 
stream (and optionally from the mean audio amplitude 
stream). The candidate segment transitions are analyZed to 
extract a transition point (a time code and a corresponding 
Weight). Then elapsed times betWeen the transition points 
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are computed and used to identify time code intervals. 
Finally, the time code intervals are evaluated to select those 
most likely to constitute segments, in accordance With a 
prede?ned set of rules. The step of analyzing the (optional 
mean audio amplitude and) mean display attribute streams is 
further discussed beloW, particularly With reference to FIGS. 
3, 13&14. 

In step 28, the selected intervals, received in a segment 
demarcation list (Which is a list of the time code intervals 
that are deemed likely to constitute segments), are used to 
retrieve corresponding parts of the mean display attribute 
stream (and optionally the mean audio amplitude stream), 
Which is used to generate at least one distribution for each 
of the selected intervals. Each of the distributions is ana 
lyZed to obtain a set of values of statistical properties, also 
in step 28. A method for generating a statistical pro?le is 
further described beloW With reference to FIGS. 4, 17, 
18&19a*g. In step 30, each statistical pro?le of a selected 
interval is compared With those of archived segments. If a 
match is detected (in step 32), a record of broadcast time and 
station is created. If no match is detected (in step 32), either 
the interval has not yet been identi?ed, or it is not a 
broadcast segment. A segment in a television broadcast 
signal may be a neWs ?ash, a “bumper”, a commercial 
advertisement, a promotional spot, or other such block of 
programming that interrupts content of a program, and is 
separated from programming content and/or another seg 
ment by a segment transition. 

In step 36 the interval is queued for vieWing at cleaning 
and indexing stations. The cleaning station is used by an 
operator to revieW the segment demarcation and matching, 
and the indexing station is used to create a name and list of 
attributes of segments that are advertisements, so that the 
advertisement is indexed for content-based retrieval. 

Audio and Video Fade Detection 
FIG. 2 illustrates principal steps involved in detecting 

segment transitions (in North America, usually audio and 
video fades) in a broadcast signal, to generate a mean audio 
amplitude stream and a mean display attribute stream. In 
step 40, the broadcast signal (or a copy thereof) is received. 
The broadcast signal is split into a audio component and a 
video component (step 42), each of Which is supplied to 
respective audio and video processor modules. The audio 
processor module receives the audio component and 
samples the audio component (step 44) in a manner knoWn 
in the art. Preferably, prior to sampling, the audio component 
is processed to generate an absolute normaliZed audio ampli 
tude signal. 

In step 46, the samples concurrent With each frame are 
respectively averaged, generating the mean audio amplitude 
values of respective frames. The mean audio amplitude 
values of successive frames, indexed by a time code, form 
the mean audio amplitude stream. 

In step 48, the video processor module receives the video 
component. A mean display attribute (such as mean lumi 
nance) is calculated for each frame. There are many Ways of 
calculating a mean value of a display attribute. Most pre 
cisely, the display attribute value may be read for each pixel 
of the frame and averaged, hoWever, this most precise 
method is computationally expensive and unnecessary. A 
statistically representative sampling of the 307,200 active 
pixels in a national television system committee (NTSC) 
standard frame (for example) is reliable enough for current 
use. In accordance With the illustrated embodiment, a set of 
pixels is chosen for the statistical sample using a prede?ned 
rule (also in step 48). More speci?cally, 80 percent of pixels 
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8 
lying on 10 prede?ned diagonals have been found to be 
suf?cient. In step 50, the average of the display attribute 
value is calculated. The average may be a number, for 
instance, or it may be an ordered set of values that represents 
a mean of the sampled values. For instance, an ordered set 
of average values could be used, Where each of the average 
values is an average of a component of the video signal. 

Segment Demarcation List Generation 
FIG. 3 illustrates principal steps involved in analyZing the 

mean value streams to identify and select time code intervals 
most likely to constitute segments, according to a prede?ned 
set of rules. The time code intervals are delimited by 
transition points derived from respective candidate segment 
transitions detected in the mean value streams. The mean 
audio amplitude stream is received (step 60), and audio 
fades therein are identi?ed (step 62). Independently, the 
mean display attribute stream is received (step 64), and 
video fades therein are identi?ed (step 66). The audio and 
video fade identi?cations may be done by comparing the 
mean audio amplitude/mean display attribute values (mean 
values) of each frame With audio/video thresholds, respec 
tively. These comparisons provide a measure of similarity 
betWeen a mean value of a received frame and a mean value 
of a frame in a segment transition. In accordance With North 
American television broadcasting standards, segment tran 
sitions consist of a video fade-to-black and an audio-silent 
frame. Consequently detecting segment transitions in North 
American broadcast signals uses thresholds approaching 
Zero. The audio and video thresholds may be tuned by 
upstream processes to modify sensitivity in dependence on 
a number of audio and video fade identi?cations. 

Preferably the audio and video fade identi?cations apply 
transition transient suppression techniques. As most segment 
transitions are de?ned by audio and/or video fades that 
comprise a plurality of consecutive frames, and because 
noise is knoWn to perturb the loW audio and video mean 
values, it has been found that often a segment transition is 
interrupted by a value that exceeds the threshold. It is 
therefore preferable to inhibit exclusion of frames from 
substantially sequential groups of audio/video fades, When 
forming candidate segment transitions. While this may be 
accomplished using any number of methods, including by 
the application of smoothing functions to the mean audio 
amplitude prior to audio and video fade identi?cations, etc., 
favorable results have been obtained using selection criteria 
designed to explicitly preclude the inclusion or exclusion of 
particular frames in dependence upon the inclusion or exclu 
sion of neighboring frames. A neighborhood of about 25 
frames has been found to be useful When grouping the 
frames into candidate segment transitions. In particular, it 
has been found that forming candidate segment transitions 
representing consecutive audio/video fades (and interrupting 
frames: i.e. those above the threshold betWeen consecutive 
audio/video fades) is efficient, as it cuts doWn on the number 
of candidate segment transitions detected, Which, in turn, 
facilitates analysis. 

In accordance With an embodiment of the invention, a 
candidate segment transition is de?ned to be a set of frames 
betWeen a beginning and an ending frame, both of Which 
having mean values beloW a respective audio/video thresh 
old, and containing feWer than 25 consecutive interrupting 
frames (frames above the threshold). In other embodiments, 
a maximum duration threshold, a maximum number of, or 
numbers of groups of, interrupting frames, etc. may be used 
to limit a number of frames in a candidate segment transi 
tion. 






















